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Dear Mr. Mariott:

During the past year we have appreciated the opportunity to serve your City Commission and Planning and Zoning Board. We are now pleased to submit a report reflecting our views on the Major Thoroughfares Plan and the Parks and Recreation Plan. Earlier we submitted amendments and maps of the Zoning Plan and copies of Subdivision Regulations.

In the early stages of our work a land uses study of the Beach Area was made from which a tentative zoning map and amendment applicable to the area were prepared. Meetings and discussions with the Planning and Zoning Board resulted in a draft of map and amendments that were submitted to public hearings of both the Planning and Zoning Board and the City Commission.

During the course of the Beach Area zoning operations, the existing zoning ordinance No. 280 and map appurtenant thereto were reviewed. As part of this study a General Land Use Plan was prepared. A tentative Zoning Ordinance and Zoning Map applicable to the corporate area was then prepared and presented to the Planning and Zoning Board for its consideration. These plans were subsequently discussed with the Planning and Zoning Board.

The next assignment related to the preparation of a Major Thoroughfare Plan and a Park and Recreation Plan. After the land use study of the corporate area and the trend of development, the thoroughfare plan as shown in the General Land Use Plan represented the corporate thinking of the Planning and Zoning Board and the Consultant. Likewise, the Park and Recreation Plan was prepared and as presented reflects the general views of the Planning and Zoning Board.

A final document prepared and submitted to the Planning and Zoning Board was the Subdivision Regulations. Presented first in tentative draft they were discussed at several meetings of the Planning and Zoning Board and as revised finally reflected their final views.

The amendments to the Zoning Ordinance 280 were previously submitted separately. Likewise, the Subdivision Regulations were submitted earlier. Enlarged maps were also delivered to the Planning and Zoning Board, however, duplicate copies are included in this report.

February 15, 1962
Your attention is directed to the necessity of enabling legislation that authorizes the city to adopt and enforce Subdivision Regulations and also, to provide for the protection of mapped streets. Such authorization may be included already within the current city charter or in some special legislation of the past. If not, steps should be taken to get such authorization at the 1963 session of the Florida Legislature.

We thank you and the City Commission for the pleasant experience this has been.

Sincerely yours,

GEORGE W. SIMONS, JR.

GWS/msh
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WHY PLAN?

A plan is a guide. It portrays how something should be done. A housewife, dreaming about her new home, plans its various rooms and facilities. The owner of a business enterprise plans for its future expansion and the industrialist, contemplating the new plant gives much thought to its size and arrangement. Even the father of a family plans his estate. Planning is practical; it is not some visionary, mystical process but rather planning is the application of orderly thinking to provide future needs in the most effective, economical and efficient manner.

City Planning is not something new. Archeologists have discovered that ancient communities when unearthed, revealed plans. In medieval times cities were planned for defense purposes within walls and around a central plaza. In early America, General Oglethorpe laid out the nucleus of a plan at Savannah, Georgia; and General George Washington, aided by the French engineer, L'Enfant, defined the plan of the great capital city. In more recent times hundreds of cities throughout America working through civic minded citizen groups have engaged in planning activities of various kinds to keep abreast of growth and the demands of the city for needed community facilities. So in reality while the art or science of planning is old, it is yet new.

Unfortunately many of the basic plans of cities were delineated years ago when the nation was predominantly agricultural and rural in character. Railroads were the principal means of transportation, even between communities only ten or twenty miles apart. Animals were not only the beasts of burden in the fields but transported people and goods within the community, but only a few people could afford the horse and carriage. People generally were obliged to live close together near their work. Interurban roads were few and those existing were poor.
Within the cities, roadway improvements were meager. In the 20's, as an illustration, all north-south traffic to and from Miami travelled the narrow Old Dixie Highway. The problems of traffic congestion, parking and commercial decentralization were then unheard of; problems were then comparatively simple and plans to meet them were considerably restricted in scope and largely day to day problems. The city limit line of the earlier days had a meaning; beyond it there was no urban fringe of development or sprawl as we call it today; the automobile was not yet a factor to revolutionize the serenity of living.

The advent of the automobile marked the beginning of a new era in city building and rebuilding. It afforded people their first opportunity to break away from the closely built up areas of dwellings and get into the open spaces. County, state and coordinated interstate highways began to appear and the transition from a rural to an urban composition set in. Today nearly two-thirds of the American people live in towns or cities. Deerfield, once a colorless village, is now a part of a thriving metropolitan area. With new technological developments, new demands confronted government to provide new and varied services. Planning for the new era became an established function of government at its several levels.

So today, faced with innumerable and often complex problems, the officials of our cities are diligently looking ahead and planning. How can the lands of the city be used to their best advantage and still preserve values and the tax base? How can the street system be planned to distribute more efficiently the increasing volumes of traffic and thereby minimize congestion and hazard? What plans can be provided to store or park automobiles within the central business district and elsewhere and thereby preserve the integrity and value of commercial areas? What area provisions should be made for parks and recreation facilities to meet the increasing demands of old as well as young people? What additional utilities will be required, and, with the increasing complexity of the governmental structure, what added space for administration purposes will be required?
These are but a few of the many problems constantly staring the municipal officials in the face - and their solution depends on sound and effective planning.

The City Commission of Deerfield Beach anticipates a new era of growth and diversified development. They do not believe in a status quo condition. So, because of their faith in the community and its future, they are now anticipating basic needs and making plans to provide them.

Their plans however will not consist of a rigid, unchangeable framework. They will initially establish a guide, sufficiently flexible to yield to changes that may arise. In recognition of this principle, their planning becomes a continuing function of their government. Plans must be kept alive and alert to avoid stagnation and this can be done only by the support of an intelligent, enthusiastic citizenship participation. The officials of the city are limited in the extent and scope of their powers or authorities, but citizenship support and interest is unlimited. Citizens can get behind the government and through their interest and encouragement get the essential laws that will enable the elected government to make the city the kind of a place they want it to be.

"If you want to live in the kind of a town
That's the kind of a town you like,
You needn't slip your clothes in a grip
And start on a long, long hike."

"You'll find elsewhere what you left behind,
For there's nothing that's really new.
It's a knock at yourself when you knock your town
It isn't your town - it's you."

"Real towns are not made by men afraid
Lest somebody else gets ahead.
When everybody works and nobody shirks
You can raise a town from the dead."

"And if while you make your stake
Your neighbor can make one, too,
Your town will be what you want to see,
It isn't the town - it's you."

Planning is the beginning!
CHAPTER I

THE GENERAL LAND USE PLAN

Before any Park and Recreation Plans or a Plan of Major Thoroughfares could be prepared, it was desirable to prepare a General Land Use Plan of the Deerfield Beach area - a pattern showing how the area might conceivably develop in the next 20-25 years. (Figure 1.)

The General Land Use Plan was constructed from such basic information as population growth and trends, subdivision practices, building activities and area economy. It is essentially a broad plan of objectives for the guidance of officials and the general public including builders, industrialists and others engaged in making decisions that could have a profound affect on the future growth, development and quality of the area. The General Land Use Plan is not a pattern of specific projects but rather, a general delineation of area needs for future residential, commercial and industrial development and a projection of areas and facilities advantageously suited for park and recreation facilities, schools, fire stations, community service structures.

The basic principals used as guides in the formation of the General Land Use Plan were:

1. The major land uses should be located in those areas to which they are best suited.

2. A reasonably compact and homogeneous type of development insures economy of operation and convenience to residents and visitors.

3. The land use pattern must be compatible with physical limitations.

4. Major transportation facilities must be coordinated with the land use pattern to insure a good circulation system.

The plans and programs that follow are predicated on the assumption that future development in the Deerfield area will follow the pattern suggested by the General Land Use Plan. Should there be major changes in the future land use, corresponding modifications should be made in the Park and Recreation and Major Street Plans.
CHAPTER II

PARKS AND RECREATION FACILITIES

"Parks and Recreation facilities are recognized universally as essential governmental functions supplying a needed tonic to a mechanized, mobile civilization. They not only promote health and provide means of relaxation but, minimize the crimes and misdemeanors resulting from idleness."

Simons - "Fort Lauderdale Plan, 1947"

A well coordinated system of parks and diversified recreation facilities is a basic need in every community. Landscaped and other open areas not only provide spaces to supply recreation needs but they can contribute immeasurably to the aesthetics and beauty of the city. In a day of increased automation and hours of leisure it is more important than ever to provide adequately for the recreation needs of the people - active and passive recreation. A diversification of recreation facilities contribute greatly to the building of better citizenship among the youth and cultivate and enhance the civic consciousness of adults. Recreation facilities, fashioned to their specialized needs are especially appealing to visitors and tourists.

EXISTING PARK AND RECREATION FACILITIES

Currently about 105 acres of land are devoted to parks, recreation areas and school sites as shown in Figure 1 and Table 1. Of this, only about 32 acres are city owned and operated, the remainder or about 74 acres are school sites or school owned properties. Based on the accepted National Park Service standard of one acre of park and recreation area for each 100 of present or future population, Deerfield Beach should now have at least 100 acres of varied park and recreation space and in the not too remote future, about 300 acres.
Although this inventory shows that a total of 105.6 acres are available for recreation uses of one classification or another, there are only two publicly owned facilities west of the Intra Coastal Waterway: the spatial distribution of the existing facilities provide inadequate service areas. The well developed residential area between U.S. 1 and the Waterway has no playground facilities. As this is predominantly a retiree neighborhood infiltrated with a considerable number of younger families having children, it should have some space devoted to neighborhood recreation.

The beach area is lacking also in adequate recreation space. As multiple family units increase in this area and its population density intensifies, more open spaces for recreation will be needed to satisfy the requirements of the increasing number of youth and adults, permanent residents and visitors. A time when some open spaces are still available it should be advisable to anticipate the future needs and acquire sites whether they are developed now or later.
The greatest weakness of the existing recreation plan is the lack of facilities for senior citizens. Except for the public beach area, there are no public facilities for the active or passive recreation of the 1800 citizens over 60 years of age! In an area that is appealing to older age groups, considerable attention should be given to the public recreation needs of this group. These people like to gather in state or community groups, to engage in games, socials and meetings. Community shelters or structures, shuffleboard and roque courts, lawn bowling, domino, checkers and card facilities should be therefore made available in the midst of agreeable and pleasing environmental conditions. The needs of the young school age groups can be satisfied largely at school sites and neighborhood playgrounds but the older age groups need more specialized facilities easily accessible to them.

Summarily, Deerfield Beach is currently deficient in its Park and Recreation facilities. Its fortunate location in the rapidly, growing Gold Coast area is particularly appealing to a specialized type of people primarily concerned with satisfying home life amid friends in a resourceful and salubrious climate. As the population of the immediate and tributary area increases and its economy becomes more diversified, increasing numbers of younger people will move in. Deerfield Beach therefore will be obliged to provide an enlarged and more diversified recreation program in the future, one to satisfy the needs of the young, middle age and older age groups.

PLAN FOR PARKS AND RECREATION

Someone has said that "leisure is a shaper of civilization. Leisure has had an impact on society throughout history. Leisure time is now increasing dramatically." Because leisure is such a controlling factor in our society it is incumbent on the responsible leadership in the community to provide for its utilization in a most beneficial manner. A comprehensive Park and Recreation Plan should be
directed toward the satisfaction of many needs; it should consist of many and varied types of facilities.

CLASSIFICATION OF RECREATIONAL FACILITIES

The National Recreation Association has established standards for Parks and Recreation needs of a city, classifying the various facilities in the following manner (See Figure 2 also).

1. **PLAYLOTS** These facilities are often installed for the use of neighborhood children of the lowest age groups. Sites of 1500-5000 square feet are located usually within blocks or as parts of housing projects or large real estate subdivisions. The equipment of them consists mainly of items used by the younger children.

2. **NEIGHBORHOOD PLAYGROUNDS** are designed primarily for the activities of children of the grade and junior high school ages. Such areas should be 3 - 7 acres in size, spaced at a minimum of one mile apart in generally well developed sections, thereby providing service within a radius of one-half mile.

3. **PLAYFIELDS** constitute the largest and most diversified kind of facility for active recreation, developed primarily for the use of teen-agers and adults. It is usually an area of 20 - 40 acres. In it are facilities for games and major sports for young and old, baseball, tennis, basketball, volleyball, softball, track events, and football. One playfield for each 20,000 of the population is considered a minimum.

4. **ATHLETIC FIELD - A Sports Center** comprises an area of 30 - 40 acres. Each city should have one sports center including a stadium, sports arena, and various courts and fields for major sports.

5. **COMMUNITY CENTER - AUDITORIUM**. A community center building should be established for every 20,000 population. It is a multiple purpose structure designed for all age groups, and sufficiently flexible to serve social, cultural, and recreational functions. It should offer facilities for both active and passive recreation, i.e. gymnasium, meetings, music, game and reading rooms, and stage for neighborhood dramatics.

6. **SPECIALIZED COMMUNITY PARKS** In this category there are zoological parks, botanical gardens, historical areas, natural amphitheatres, and large scenic landscaped parks. The number of these is limited by the fiscal ability and interest of the city to acquire and maintain them.

PARKS

Parks and Recreation facilities in the community plan that are closely aligned can be classified roughly as follows:
NEIGHBORHOOD PLAYLOT

An area intended for active recreation for pre-school children. Its major use is as a substitute for back yards where play opportunities are rarely available, such as in congested districts and in the apartment developments.

The size of a playlot should be about 1,500 to 2,000 square feet. About the size of an average single family residential lot.

A playlot should be located one to each block in congested areas - one for every 300 to 700 people.

NEIGHBORHOOD PLAYGROUND

An area for active recreation for children 5 to 15 years old. It may, in addition, provide a small area for the exclusive use of pre-school children, and facilities which may be used under certain conditions by young people and adults.

The size of a playground should be 3 to 7 acres. The site should not be located along heavily-traveled streets or railroads. Children should be able to reach the site without being exposed to any special hazards.

Children should not be expected to walk more than 1/2 mile to reach a playground.

NEIGHBORHOOD PLAYFIELD

An area for active organized play for older children and adults, ages 15 and over. A small section should be developed as a children's play area.

The size of a playfield should be 10 to 30 acres.

Playfields should be located within 1/2 to 1 mile walking distance from every home.

NEIGHBORHOOD PARK

An area for passive recreation for all ages. A relatively small neighborhood park area and primarily intended to provide an attractive neighborhood setting and to afford a place for quiet, passive recreation.

FACILITIES

LARGER HOME GROUNDS NEARBY CHILDREN'S NURSERIES PLAYLOTS PLAY AREAS IN PARKS SWIMMING POOLS HOME GROUNDS ZOOS BOY & GIRL SCOUT CAMPS SCHOOL PLAYGROUNDS PLAYGROUNDS FOR ATHLETICS COMMUNITY CENTERS OUTLYING NATURALISTIC PARKS MUSEUMS SCENIC DRIVES PLAYFIELDS SWIMMING POOLS Neighborhood Parks Community Centers Large Parks Reservations - Forest Preserves Museums & Zoos Fishing & Boating Bridle & Nature Trails
1. **RESERVATIONS.** These are customarily areas of large extent selected because of their water ways, vegetation, ruggedness or specialized physical attribute. In the Deerfield area the Everglades National Park would be the nearest area of the Reservation type.

2. **LARGE PARKS.** These are naturalistic areas within the city or adjacent thereto, serving the community as a whole. In such areas the facilities for both active and passive recreation are enjoyed. They also provide ample space for landscaping and beautification.

3. **NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS** These are open, landscaped areas of beauty and attractiveness located within the various neighborhoods. Often the Neighborhood Park and the Neighborhood Playground are merged into one planned facility - a portion devoted to landscaping and plantings and the remainder to certain types of recreation. Neighborhood Parks contribute immeasurably to the aesthetics of the city.

4. **SMALL SQUARES, OVALS, ETC.** These segments often provided in modern subdivision developments are decorative park areas that also can lend an atmosphere to the community.

**PROPOSED PARK AND RECREATION PLAN**

The existing and proposed park and recreation areas are shown in Figure 1. A proposed facility is identified by a relative location rather than by specific lot or plot. The ultimate realization of an adequate and diversified system will require an annual expenditure of money for property acquisitions, equipment and servicing. This suggests the preparation by the city of a long term capital improvements budget extending over a period of six to ten years. By following the provisions of such budget the improvements can be provided when needed and the whole will fall within the fiscal ability of the city.

The recreation facilities recommended are now listed in accordance with their priority of necessity and importance in the comprehensive plan.

1. **PIONEER PARK:** This can be classified as a Playfield. Centrally located, this area of approximately 11.0 acres should be improved as indicated in Figure 3. It now contains facilities for active and passive recreation for the entire community - a boat ramp, a Babe Ruth League baseball field, outdoor basketball courts, 6 shuffleboard courts and miscellaneous playground equipment. These facilities however should be augmented to serve better the community.
The proposed additions would consist of a "teen" center, a swimming pool and more facilities for the younger citizens. Separated from these activities by a landscaped area are shuffleboard courts, bowling green, club house and other facilities aimed particularly to the needs of the senior citizen. The area along the canal should be designed as a scenic landscape picnic area with sheltered tables.

It is recommended that the remaining private property fronting on N. E. Second Street be acquired for park expansion. It is also recommended that the Babe Ruth League baseball field be relocated into a larger area, either within property of the Junior High School or on the site of a proposed playfield south of S. E. 10th Street.

The "teen" center should be designed to serve various youth groups, i.e. headquarters for scouting, office of recreational department and other activities.

The Club House for the Senior Citizens should serve as a general activity meeting place for games, lectures, meetings and drama. It will in reality be the Civic Center of activity for the older age groups.

2. COVE AREA RECREATION SITES: The acquisition of two 5 - 10 acre sites in the Cove Section south of the Kingfisher Waterway is essential to any comprehensive recreation plan. The sites suggested, numbered 1 & 2 on Figure 1 may not be ideally situated but they seem to be the only areas available in the Cove Section. Site No. 1 should be developed as a Neighborhood Playground preferably for younger age groups and Site No. 2 as a Senior Citizens Playground. This latter area could become a part of a multiple family development or as a component part of a cooperative undertaking.

3. PUBLIC BEACH AREA: Deerfield Beach is currently handicapped by its limited beach area and the effects of erosion, therefore, any improvements to the beach area will be an enhancement of the city's assets. It is important therefore that the existing area and facilities be developed to their highest potential and protected against the encroachment of other developments. Figure 4 illustrates a general plan of development for this area. It includes pedestrian and vehicular access to the area with adequate parking. The plan also includes the acquisition of areas north and south of the Pavilion as picnic areas with parking facilities added to the south portion.

The entire length of beach is joined together by a landscaped strip and sidewalk as shown also in Figure 4.

The area south of S. E. Second Street should be acquired by the city or an agreement made with the property owners to permit its recommended development.

The beach frontage south of the Cove Beach Club should be acquired and
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improved as a public beach - its development following the recommended plan for the existing section of beach.

4. **BEACH AREA PARK**: This area of about 2 acres, located on the west side of 19th Avenue S. E. south of S. E. 4th Street, is irregular in shape and not physically an adequate playground site. It should be looked upon primarily as a decorative, landscaped park containing perchance a few swings, teeters and sand boxes for the youngest citizen group. The size of this area could be slightly enlarged by closing S. E. 19th Avenue from 4th to 6th Streets S. E. This closure would not seriously impair the traffic flow.

5. **WEST SIDE PARK**: This centrally located tract of 15 acres is classified as a Playfield for older youth and adults. Its future provision of equipment and facilities should follow those enumerated in Figure 2 for Playfields. The improvement of this Playfield should be coordinated with the various facilities proposed at the adjacent school. The service area of this Park would include all sections between State Road 9, Old Dixie Highway. Subdivisions of unplatted areas in the vicinity of the school and Playfield should recognize the desirability of access highways to serve the two facilities. Subdivision plats submitted for review should be closely scrutinized to assure adequate access.

6. **ADDITIONAL PARKS AND RECREATION**: As development intensifies within the central area of the city and new developments extend westward, sites for additional recreation facilities must be acquired and in due time be improved as needed to serve new and expanding populations. The Land Use Plan referred to in the beginning, (Figure 1), illustrates the comprehensive outline for future parks and recreation - located according to assumed service areas.

It is recommended, among these other projects that a tract of land of at least 150 acres be acquired and developed as a Municipal Golf Course. Property can be more easily acquired for this purpose today than later as expansion intensifies. This facility is a most desirable project for the long range plan.

For the aesthetic enhancement of the city it would be desirable to establish several small scenic parks along the Hillsborough Canal and at other points throughout the city. Other features that could be explored by the city would be a large botanical garden, a zoo and other facilities.

The proposed system of Parkways shown in the General Land Use Plan provide for pedestrian and vehicular traffic movements throughout the city and at the same time promote a sense of spaciousness and beauty to the landscape.

In conclusion, the fact remains that parks and recreation areas are fundamental requisites of sound, balanced community growth. As people fill up the land, spaces must be provided for the recreation of a lengthened leisure.
CHAPTER III

MAJOR THOROUGHFARE PLAN

The Street System of the community is a basic component of the General Land Use Plan (Figure 1). As channels of traffic flow and circulation, the various streets serve to expedite the movement of persons and goods into and through the city and between its various parts. By connections with County and State Highways the city is accessible to all parts of the region and State. Major throughfares are distinctive elements in the street system as a whole because they carry large volumes of traffic; they may also serve as neighborhood boundaries where practicable. In American cities about 30 percent of the developed land area is consumed by streets.

Because many of the original streets of the community were designed prior to the advent of automobile traffic, one finds a predominance of 40 and 50 foot right of way widths accommodating roadways that average about 22 feet in width. In many instances the widths of right of way and roadway are wholly inadequate to meet the needs of anticipated traffic volumes. Fortunately the subdivision requirements of our counties and cities are now establishing a right of way minimum of 60 feet.

Not all streets in the network are of equal value or importance. The greatest percentage of the gross street mileage consists of those streets that afford access primarily to residences. In addition, there are a number of streets or thoroughfares of primary and secondary importance when gauged relatively by the volumes and type of traffic carried. These principal streets carry traffic into and through the city, carry traffic around the congested core and from one major center to another within the urban structure. These Primary and Secondary streets sometimes called arteries - are usually components of the Major Thoroughfare Plan.
Highways such as U.S. 1, A-1-A, State Road 810 and Hillsboro Boulevard are some of the Primary arteries or thoroughfares. S. E. 15th Avenue, S. E. 12th Avenue, Old Dixie Highway and S. W. 2nd Avenue are numbered among the Secondary thoroughfares.

**TABLE II**

**MOTOR VEHICLE REGISTRATIONS - FLORIDA - BROWARD COUNTY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Registrations (Florida)</th>
<th>Persons Per Car</th>
<th>Registrations (Broward)</th>
<th>Persons Per Car</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>359,525</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>6,248</td>
<td>3.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td>402,135</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>8,250</td>
<td>2.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>579,495</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>17,200</td>
<td>2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945</td>
<td>576,675</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>17,235</td>
<td>2.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>1,117,105</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>40,936</td>
<td>2.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955</td>
<td>1,800,969</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>97,268</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>2,637,000</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>204,000</td>
<td>1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>4,861,000</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>656,000</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Table II; Major Highway Plan - Broward County, Florida - 1960

Table II illustrates how motor vehicle registrations have increased in the State of Florida and Broward County since 1930. Registrations have increased 7 and 30 times respectively in the period 1930-60. But more significantly, in 1930 there were 4.1 and 3.22 persons per registered vehicle in Florida and Broward County, respectively but in 1960 there were 1.9 and 1.72 persons respectively. And the estimate for 1975 is 1.7 and 1.67 persons respectively.

These data reveal vividly the increasing magnitude of the traffic problems that will soon confront the Deerfield Beach area. And too, the fact that Deerfield Beach is a part of the metropolitan complex of southeast Florida, complicates the future. It presages the necessity of designing an adequate thoroughfare plan to insure a more orderly distribution of land uses and traffic circulation to service those uses.
EXISTING STREET PATTERN

The existing street pattern of Deerfield Beach is built around three principal highways - U.S. 1, State Road 810 and the Old Dixie Highway. In the 20's, the latter was the sole north-south road through Broward County. Between these principal highways the subdivision street pattern is basically rectilinear however, in the Cove Section a curvilinear pattern was introduced.

A-1-A in the beach section, S. E. 12th Avenue in the Cove section, U.S. 1 and S. E. 2nd Avenue in the Central section and the Old Dixie on the west side comprise the major north-south thoroughfares. S. E. 12th Avenue and S. E. 2nd Avenue function primarily as collector streets - feeding traffic from residential areas into the primary streets.

Hillsboro Boulevard on State Road 810, S. E. 7th Court and S. E. 15th Street are the principal east-west thoroughfares in Deerfield Beach. S. E. 7th Court serves as a good collector street in the Cove Section. Robinson Road is also a good secondary east-west street affording access to the Junior High School.

The points of greatest traffic congestion within the city are the areas in the business district on A-1-A in the beach area and on State Road 810 in the Central Business District. At these two points, right angle turns complicate traffic movements and increase the hazard.

There are currently five grade crossings at the F.E.C. Railway - N. E. 2nd Street, Hillsboro Boulevard, S. E. 4th Street, S. E. 10th Street and S. E. 15th Street and one - State Road 810 - at the Seaboard.

ANTICIPATED TRAFFIC VOLUMES

Table II illustrates how the automobile population has increased in the past thirty years and what the probabilities are for the future. To avoid stagnation,
congestion and to minimize hazards: roadway capacity must be provided.

The volume of traffic using the principal streets during an average 24 hour day in the fall of 1961, is shown in Figure 5. Here is noted a daily flow ranging from a minimum of 2497 vehicles on State Road 810 at the western edge of the city to a maximum of 18,657 vehicles on U.S. 1 at the southern city limits.

When the objectives of the Land Use Plan have been attained, the population of the developed area will lie between 30,000 to 40,000 persons which will mean an average daily urban traffic flow throughout the city of some 25,000 vehicles per day. Add to this the interurban movements of the region, and Deerfield Beach will experience a traffic volume averaging 30,000 vehicles per day. Obviously to expedite the movement of this traffic volume will require roadway capacity in a Major Thoroughfare network.

Statistics projected to 1980, in the Broward County Highway Plan furnished by the Traffic and Planning Division of the State Road Department, indicated that traffic volumes on A-1-A will remain about as they now are and that volumes on U.S. 1 will decrease to approximately 10,000 vehicles per day, providing that Interstate 95 has been completed. The 1980 estimate of traffic volume on Hillsboro Road will be some 10,000 - 13,000 vehicles per day greater than the present. This latter reflects the necessity for added east-west arteries.

The County Plan estimates that the 1980 volume of flow on Interstate 95 will approximate 26,000 vehicles per day.

The channels for moving north-south traffic are well provided for many years especially since the completion of the Sunshine Parkway, a most potent factor in the north-south picture. Next to it in importance will be Interstate 95 and then the present U.S. 1. The great need in the future will be east-west arteries.
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**MAJOR THOROUGHFARE PLAN**

The Major Thoroughfare Plan establishes a framework of streets around which the community will develop. Where possible, existing streets are utilized but new streets, projections of streets and modifications are provided also. The Plan presented here (Figure 6) reflects the composite thinking of the Planning Board, State Road Department and the Consultant. It is as far as possible coordinated with plans of the County and State.

Figure 7 suggests street cross sections that should be used in carrying out the recommendations of the Major Thoroughfare Plan. A Primary artery should preferably have a right of way of not less than 100 feet and divided roadways designed for a practical capacity of 2,000 - 2,500 vehicles per hour. A Secondary artery should preferably have a right of way width of not less than 80 feet and a roadway designed for a practical capacity of 1,100 - 1,500 vehicles per hour. This need not be a divided roadway. Minor streets should have right of way widths not less than 60 feet designed for a practical capacity of at least 600 - 750 vehicles per hour. Details of the proposed plan follow.

**NORTH - SOUTH ARTERIES:**

Because A-1-A is a part of the State Highway system, its improvement in the future will be a responsibility of the State Road Department. Should a wider right-of-way be required at any time however, the local community may be obliged to participate in its purchase. Traffic studies of the State Road Department reflect that the volume of traffic on this particular highway will not increase greatly in the foreseeable future.

Currently the right-of-way width of A-1A is 60 feet and the roadway, 24 feet. To accommodate a greater volume of traffic, a first step would be the widening of the roadway to 44 feet with parking limited to one side of the street. The second
TYPICAL STREET CROSS-SECTIONS FOR DEERFIELD BEACH FLORIDA
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Figure 7 shows the typical street cross-sections for Deerfield Beach, Florida. The primary arterial has PKW, P, and ML positions, with a median width of 18'. The secondary arterial includes PKW, P, ML, and ML positions, with a width of 80' R/W. Minor streets consist of PKW, P, ML, ML, and ML positions, featuring a width of 70' R/W. The diagram also indicates the presence of parking and moving lanes, as well as sidewalks.
step would be the elimination of all curbside parking but not until adequate off-street space has been acquired and prepared. When the volume of traffic goes beyond present anticipations, a third and major step would be a right-of-way widening to 80 feet in which a roadway 60 feet could be constructed. The route of A-1-A through the small commercial district is plagued by two severe right angle turns (N.E. 21st Avenue into N.E. 2nd Street and into N.E. 20th Avenue) which together with curbside parking and the slight grade between N.E. 20th and 21st Avenues on N.E. 2nd Street contribute to congestion and hazard. Obviously an increase of commercial development and activities in this area will intensify the hazard and congestion. It would be possible to obviate this condition by establishing a new right-of-way between N.E. 21st and N.E. 20th Avenues as indicated in Figure 6.

South of N.E. 2nd Street, the roadway in N.E. 20th Avenue (A-1-A) should be widened ultimately to 44 feet to better serve the future needs of the beach area. This roadway widening would be within the province of the State Road Department.

S. E. 12th and S. E. 15th Avenues are the principal thoroughfares serving the Cove Area south of Hillsboro Boulevard, between the Intracoastal Waterway and U.S. 1. This entire area is developed predominantly and almost wholly with attractive single family dwellings located on lots averaging 10,000 square feet in area. The current population of the Cove Area approximates 4000. The traffic circulation within this area will be principally that of the home owner in contrast to through and freight traffic found on U.S. 1. S. E. 12th Avenue, the major north-south collector in this area has right-of-way and roadway widths of 65 and 24 feet respectively. Whereas, the right-of-way width should be adequate for many years, an ultimate roadway width of 44 feet should be anticipated within the next five years.
S. E. 15th Avenue is primarily a collector street serving the various waterway developments to the east thereof. When the S. E. 10th street improvement with a bridge across the Waterway has been completed, S. E. 15th Avenue will afford a ready connection between Hillsboro Boulevard and the south beach area.

S. E. 15th Avenue has a spacious 80 feet right-of-way between Hillsboro Boulevard and S. E. 10th Street with a roadway 22 feet side which ultimately should be widened to 44 feet.

U.S. 1 with a right-of-way width of 150 feet and dual roadways of 24 feet each, divides the eastern portion of Deerfield Beach between the Waterway and the Florida East Coast Railway, into two distinct parts. The land located between U.S. 1 and the Florida East Coast is variously developed and contains a portion of the original town site. It contains also a considerable amount of undeveloped acreage.

U.S. 1 is currently the principal north-south traffic carrier between northern points and Miami. On an average 24 hour day in 1961 the two way volume of flow north of Hillsboro Boulevard was 16375 vehicles and that south of Hillsboro Boulevard was 18657. As suggested in Figure 5, page 17, U.S. 1 is primarily a north-south through traffic medium with relatively little local significance. Much of the through traffic that formerly used U.S. 1 in this area is now diverted to the Sunshine Parkway to the west and later, when Federal 95 has been constructed, U.S. 1 will become increasingly another street for local and interurban travel. Although important as a component of the Major Thoroughfare Plan it is more of a barrier between the Cove Area and that west thereof.

S. E. 6th Avenue is classified as a secondary collector serving the Junior High School area. Being parallel to U.S. 1, it will enable residents to circulate freely within the area without conflicting with the traffic of U.S. 1. It will also
afford an important connection with S. E. 10th Street when that street develops into a major east-west artery. S. E. 6th Avenue has a right-of-way width of only 50 feet and roadway widths of 20 and 22 feet. Set back lines should be established now to define an ultimate right-of-way width of 60 feet which would permit a roadway width of 44 feet. An additional right-of-way of 60 feet should be acquired between S. E. 7th Street and S. E. 10th, and possibly from S. E. 10th to S. E. 15th Street.

S. E. 2nd Avenue is another serviceable secondary street extending from Hillsboro Boulevard on the north to S. E. 15th Street on the south. Its future as important street however, is handicapped by right-of-way and roadway widths of 50 and 20 feet respectively. To be effective in the future, a right-of-way width of at least 60 feet should be provided into which a roadway of 44 feet could be constructed. To accomplish these widths, set back lines should be established now and plans be considered for property acquisitions for widening.

The Old Dixie Highway (Deerfield Avenue) was formerly the sole north-south road through Deerfield Beach. It crossed the F.E.C. right-of-way at N. E. 2nd Street and thence southward paralleled the railroad. The original town site was located in the vicinity of the Old Dixie and Hillsboro Boulevard. In the boom days of the twenties this was the most heavily travelled thoroughfare in Florida. It has a right-of-way width of 50 feet now as it had then; the roadway however, was widened from 18 to 24 feet.

The Old Dixie located centrally in the corporate area, is still a useful highway accommodating a traffic load approximating that of A-1-A in the beach area. Being a state road, its improvement is a responsibility of the State Road Department. The right-of-way and roadways should be widened to conform to the minimum requirements of a four lane highway as recommended in the Broward County Report of
the State Road Department.

North Deerfield Avenue is indicated on the map as an artery of primary importance, primarily because it provides a connection with S. W. 9th Street in Boca Raton, which leads directly northward to the site of the new University of South Florida. The present right-of-way and roadway widths of 40 and 20 feet respectively are too narrow for the service this highway will be obliged to render in later years. The right-of-way should be widened to 80 feet and the roadways to 64 feet. Obviously set back lines should be established now to acquire this width later. Efforts should be made to have this highway designated as a state road.

The remainder of the north south thoroughfares located west of the Old Dixie and North Deerfield Avenue shown in Figure 6 are components of the proposed major thoroughfare plan. Each of these were located and designed to serve tributary areas that are now largely vacant and undeveloped, but will develop and build up. These proposed locations of important thoroughfares will be a guide to subdivision designers and a warning to provide for them. The recommended right-of-way and roadway widths are shown in Figure 6.

Two of the projected north-south thoroughfares merit special attention, namely, State Road No. 9 and West Side Parkway. The former, as the probable site of Federal 95 when constructed, will become a thoroughfare second in importance to the Sunshine Parkway. It will carry much of the traffic load now following U.S. 1 and relegate that highway to a more or less local importance. It will be a limited access state federal highway through Palm Beach and Broward Counties. The second suggested thoroughfare, West Side Parkway, is an idea for earnest consideration. This could be just another road but being centrally located in the center of a vast undeveloped area, it seemed advisable to recommend something that would contribute to the beauty of the environment.
EAST - WEST THOROUGHFARES

The sole east-west thoroughfare now extending from the Sunshine Parkway to the beach area is Hillsboro Boulevard (State Road 810). Being a designated state road, the State Road Department is responsible for its maintenance and future improvement. The location of this thoroughfare impresses on it an importance second to U.S. 1; it feeds traffic from the beach and Cove areas into U.S. 1 and to the west. As the areas to the west develop Hillsboro Boulevard will become increasingly important.

The right-of-way and roadway widths of Hillsboro Boulevard vary at this time. Table 3 reflects the current status as well as the recommendations for future application:

**TABLE III**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>WIDTHS 1961</th>
<th>WIDTHS 1975</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R/W Roadway</td>
<td>R/W Roadway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-1-A to Waterway</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterway to U.S. 1</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. 1 to F.E.C.</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.E.C. to 1st Terrace N.W.</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Terrace to City Limits</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The standard of right-of-way and roadway widths as reflected in the Broward County report are recommended here because this thoroughfare will be the only one in this immediate region to connect with Sunshine Parkway.

N.E. 2nd Street is designated as a secondary connecting street between U.S. 1 and the Old Dixie to serve primarily as a supplement to Hillsboro Boulevard. It will provide access to the adjacent school and to Pioneer Park. The current right-of-way and roadway widths of 50 and 20 feet respectively should be widened to 60 and 44 feet.
S. E. 4th Street is now an average thoroughfare between U.S. 1, the railroad and beyond to S. W. 3rd Avenue. It is well located in the corporate pattern to be extended and developed westward into an important collector thoroughfare. To function properly its narrow right-of-way and roadway widths of 50 and 20 feet respectively should be widened ultimately to 80 and 64 feet respectively. Westerly of S. W. 3rd Avenue, a right of way of at least 80 feet must be acquired and further, as developers plan subdivisions in this western section the right of way indicated on the map must be respected and provided for. This thoroughfare will afford access to the Industrial Park and also to the proposed High School site.

Tenth Street, S. E. and S. W., is defined as an artery that will grow in importance through the years, comparable to Hillsboro Boulevard as a serviceable thoroughfare. It is projected from A-1-A in the beach area to Sunshine Parkway on the west with a bridge proposed across the Waterway. East of U.S. 1 the right of way and roadway widths of 70 and 22 feet respectively must be widened to 100 and 68 feet which width must be maintained throughout. Through the Cove and Beach areas set back lines should be established now to permit widening later. A right-of-way of 100 feet must be acquired through the west areas and be rigidly preserved.

15th Street S. W. is designed on the south component of a Perimeter Road around the city having a right-of-way of 100 feet with an adequate roadway. As a parkway it could be a boundary of distinction between Deerfield Beach and Pompano Beach on the south and Boca Raton on the north.

The Major Thoroughfare Plan here described has been designed to provide essentially a framework of thoroughfares so spaced and of such capacity as to distribute the traffic flow functionally, expedite movements and minimize hazards and congestion. Fundamentally the plan is a guide to future development.
PLANNING FOR MAJOR STREETS

UNPLANNED

Major streets too often evolve with no forethought. Existing 50 or 60 foot streets develop increasing traffic volumes along with normal growth of the community. Programs for street widening require the acquisition of additional right-of-way, and occasionally the condemnation of abutting structures. Without planning, street widening may require removal of store fronts, elimination of parking, and costly right-of-way acquisition.

PLANNED

Where major streets are planned, street set back lines should be established for future acquisition of right-of-way. Further, the building line often should be established with an additional set back from the future right-of-way line. This will facilitate off-street parking and future adaptations enabling a free flow of traffic. Large building lots are required for modern commercial space requirements.

TODAY

![Diagram showing today's setup with no planning.]

TOMORROW

![Diagram showing tomorrow's setup with planning for the future.]

- B: Future street widening costly, taking of buildings required, parking spaces eliminated
- C: With planning for the future, future street widening costs are minimized, and sufficient right-of-way is available for efficient movement of traffic.
As indicated, some action by the City Commission is necessary in the early stages of the plan. An ordinance should be prepared enumerating those streets on which set back lines must be established for the purpose of ultimate street widening. Secondly, street right-of-ways in the western section particularly should be surveyed and platted, lands appraised and a schedule of land acquisition be prepared and initiated. As much of this right-of-way land as possible should be acquired in advance of development.

**CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS**

The City Engineering Department should make an inventory of all streets within the corporate area indicating in single tabular form other names of all streets and public ways, their right-of-way and roadway widths, whether they have curbs and gutters, type of pavement if any, width of required set backs and any other information that the City Engineer may deem necessary. Such a street register, kept up to date would be very helpful to the Engineer and Commissioners.

The City Engineer should also initiate the collection of material that will enable him to prepare a six year Capital Improvement Program for streets. From the inventory prepared in the initial operation and the Major Thoroughfare Plan, the preparation of this plan would be comparatively easy, yet on completion it would be a most helpful document.
Why have zoning?

What is zoning?

Residential property: No zoning laws

Residential property: Enforced zoning laws
CHAPTER IV

ZONING

The City of Deerfield Beach has been operating under Ordinance No. 280, prepared some years ago and amended a number of times. As a result of changes in the map and ordinance and the emergence of new conditions, the City Commission considered it advisable to review and study the provisions of Ordinance No. 280 to determine the best course to follow to consolidate the needs of the various sections of the City.

The beach area was studied first. A Land Use Map was prepared. After public hearings were held before both the Zoning Commission and City Commission, the amendment was taken under further consideration.

In the meantime, the area west of the F.E.C. right-of-way was studied and an amendment to Ordinance 280, relating specifically to this large area was prepared with map and submitted to the Zoning Commission for their study and review. Simultaneously, the ordinance and map as applicable to the city as a whole were studied, including the Cove Area. From this study a zoning map of the whole area was prepared (Figure 8) and the ordinance to accompany it. This plan sought to coordinate the needs of the various sections.

It is recommended that most earnest consideration be given to the latter ordinance and map which will eliminate outstanding amendments and consolidate everything into one document.
CHAPTER V
SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS

The General Land Use Plan discussed in Chapter 1 and illustrated in Figure 1 is a land planning guide. It reflects generally how the land of the area may be most appropriately and effectively used in a generation hence.

To be certain that the resultant land use plan will assume the pattern suggested, two motivating regulations are desirable - one, zoning and two, subdivision regulations. The former has been discussed in the preceding chapter.

All land subdivisions should be designed in accord with certain minimum standards and requirements. These requirements should not be restrictive nor should they penalize. When applied properly they would contribute to the orderly, efficient and wholesome development of the community.

One of the first details to which attention was given was the preparation of a set of Subdivision Regulations. These were first submitted to the Planning and Zoning Board in tentative form, later modified and finally reduced to a form acceptable to the Planning and Zoning Board. In their present form these regulations should be added to the legal code of the city.